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Inspiring vegan dishes that enhance the holiday season. For vegans or a dairy-free lifestyle,
here are meals that celebrate the holidays. These festive and impressive recipes will be a bona
fide hit with vegan and non-vegan guests alike, take all the pressure out of holiday meal
planning, and allow everyone to enjoy time with friends and family. The holidays are a
wonderful time to discover and delight in the riches of vegan cuisine and its fantastic ability to
recreate textures and flavors that everyone recognizes and appreciates, especially during the
holidays, where so much of the celebration revolves around food. Traditional holiday fare is
included, like turkey, roasts and time-honored fish and seafood dishes. There are substitutes
for meat dishes, new versions of glazed logs, chocolates, puffed pastry, cakes, pavlova, Crme
Brle and even Stollen. And because gluten-free and vegan recipes can get really
complicated, Lafort's recipes in different categories are easy to adapt. From elegant
appetizers and hors d'Oeuvres like Cream of Leek Turnovers and Quick Foie Gras-Style
Mousse to stunning festive main courses such as Roast Vegetable Wellington with Sweet
Potato Mousseline, Seitan Pot Pie and Sweet Potato Stuffed with Chestnuts and Smoked
Tempeh. A feast of sweets await guests - from Mince Pies and Cardamon Almond Kringle, to
Coconut Truffles and Tiramisu-Style Glazed Log. For ideas for a holiday feast, Lafort has
themed menus that will help put together a dinner that sets the mood perfectly. Full color
throughout, with glorious color photographs, these recipes will inspire and excite.
The new cookbook from America’s Newest MasterChef, Claudia Sandoval! MasterChef serves
home cooks a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to show their skills and creativity as they are
mentored, tested and judged by world-renowned culinary experts. These home cooks put their
passion on a plate over a series of iconic challenges that promise to delight and entice
viewers. Claudia’s Cocina: A Taste of Mexico celebrates the food of MasterChef Season 6
winner, Claudia Sandoval. Claudia brought with her a cooking background strongly influenced
by her family’s Mexican roots, as well as the seafood restaurant her grandparents owned
when she was a child. Throughout the show she demonstrated a bright, versatile range of
flavors and always made family the center of her dishes. Simple by design, the book offers 65
mouthwatering recipes straight from Claudia’s kitchen to yours. It showcases a mix of
Claudia’s favorite dishes, as well as some of the on-the-spot creations that propelled her to
victory: Hibiscus Poached Pears Grilled Swordfish Head-On Garlic Shrimp Achiote Rubbed
Pork Chops Cilantro Lime Grilled Chicken Tres Leches Cake The book also shares her
favorites from her family’s town of Mazatlan, as well as creams, sauces, and salsas, plus stepby-step directions for complex dishes that will help readers master some of the staples of
Mexican cuisine. The recipes are introduced by headnotes that offer anecdotes about
Claudia’s life and childhood and include insights into how she became the extraordinary
winner of MasterChef Season 6.
The official novelization of the #1 smash hit film Happy Death Day and its sequel Happy Death
Day 2U, from Blumhouse (Split, Get Out, The Purge franchise) and Universal Pictures. In
Happy Death Day, Teresa "Tree" Gelbman's birthday is the worst day of her life, starting when
she wakes up in a stranger's bed. It's also the last day of her life, ending when she's killed by a
psychotic killer with a knife. She's dead. And then she wakes up in a stranger's bed, it's
September 18, and she has to live it all over again . . . until she's hunted down and wakes up,
again, and again. It's a Groundhog Day situation, only with murder, guns, and mean girls, and
Tree's only shot at living to see the next day is to relive the day of her murder, over and over,
until she discovers her killer's identity. Happy Death Day 2U picks up the story without missing
a beat. Tree Gelbman thought she'd finally lived to see a brand-new day. But when she wakes
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up on her same birthday and an all-new psychopath in a mask is out to kill her and her friends,
she's going to find out that all the rules have changed. Death makes a killer comeback.
Packed with tested strategies and practical tips, this book is the essential, life-changing guide
for everyone who owns a smartphone. Is your phone the first thing you reach for in the morning
and the last thing you touch before bed? Do you frequently pick it up “just to check,” only to
look up forty-five minutes later wondering where the time has gone? Do you say you want to
spend less time on your phone—but have no idea how to do so without giving it up completely?
If so, this book is your solution. Award-winning journalist Catherine Price presents a practical,
hands-on plan to break up—and then make up—with your phone. The goal? A long-term
relationship that actually feels good. You’ll discover how phones and apps are designed to be
addictive, and learn how the time we spend on them damages our abilities to focus, think
deeply, and form new memories. You’ll then make customized changes to your settings, apps,
environment, and mindset that will ultimately enable you to take back control of your life.
BRUTAL. INTENSE. PASSIONATE. THE WORLD OF THE SCARRED SOULS. They call me
901. I am a monster, a killer, a champion. In the blood pit I am a god. I have no name, no
family, and no identity. When master says fight, I fight...until I am the only one left standing. I
have one goal, to fight so well that I am freed. I don’t need friends, I don’t need women. They
are weaknesses. I am strong. Until I see her. She is gorgeous and kind and off-limits to me.
She was stolen as a child to be the worst type of slave and now master wants her. What he
wants, he gets. With a smile, she melts my brutal heart. I have never wanted anything more. I
need to make a choice. Freedom or Love. I cannot choose wrong.
Celebrate movie history and the world of Disney, from the animations and live action movies to
the magical Disney parks and attractions, with The Disney Book. Go behind-the-scenes of
Disney's best-loved animated movies and find out how they were made, follow Disney's entire
history using the timeline, and marvel at beautiful concept art and story sketches. Perfect for
Disney fans who want to know everything about the magical Disney world, The Disney Book
delves into their incredible archives and lets readers explore classic Disney animated and live
action movies, wonder at fascinating Disney collectibles and even see original story sketches
from Disney films. The ideal gift for Disney fans and animation and movie buffs, The Disney
Book also includes 3 original movie frames from Disney Pixar's Brave. Copyright © 2015
Disney.
Witty, one-of-a-kind, imaginative cupcake designs using candies from the local convenience
store, no baking skills or fancy pastry equipment required. Spotting the familiar items in the
hundreds of brilliant photos is at least half the fun. America's favorite food photography team
shows how to create funny, scary, and sophisticated masterpieces using a ziplock bag and
common candies and snack items. With these easy-to-follow techniques, even the most
kitchen-challenged cooks can:• raise a big-top circus cupcake tier for a kid's birthday• plant
candy vegetables on Oreo earth cupcakes for a garden party• trot out a line of confectionery
"pup cakes" for a dog fancier• serve spaghetti and meatball cupcakes for April Fool's Day•
bewitch trick-or-treaters with eerie alien cupcakes• create holidays on icing with a white
Christmas cupcake wreath, turkey cupcake place cards, and Easter egg cupcakes
Includes recipes and tips to try at home! "Kids and cupcakes are the perfect recipe!"—Sophie
and Katerine, stars of TLC's DC Cupcakes Meet Kylie Carson. She's a fourth grader with a big
problem. How will she make friends at her new school? Should she tell her classmates she
loves monster movies? Forget it. Play the part of a turnip in the school play? Disaster! Then
Kylie comes up with a delicious idea: What if she starts a cupcake club? Soon Kylie's club is
spinning out tasty treats with the help of her fellow bakers and new friends. But when Meredith
tries to sabotage the girls' big cupcake party, will it be the end of the Cupcake Club? Sheryl
Berk, New York Times bestselling author of Soul Surfer, and her nine-year-old daughter,
Carrie, a cupcake connoisseur who has reviewed confections from the world in her Carrie's
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Cupcakes Critiques newsletter, have cooked up a delightful new series sure to be a treat.
On the surface, Cameron Douglas had everything- descended from Hollywood royalty, he was
born into a life of wealth, privilege, and comfort, growing up in mansions in California and
Mallorca and a luxurious apartment in New York City. But by the age of thirty, he had become
a drug addict, a thief, and-after a DEA drug bust-a convicted drug dealer sentenced to five
years in prison, with another five years added to his sentence while he was incarcerated.
Through supreme willpower, a belief in himself, and a steely desire to alter his life's path,
Douglas began to reverse his savage transformation, to understand and deal with the
psychological turmoil that tormented him for years, and to prepare for what would be a
profoundly challenging but successful reentry into society at large. Long Way Home is a
powerful story of one man's descent into the depths of addiction and self-destruction-and his
successful renewal of family ties that had become almost irreparably frayed.
A deliciously easy cupcake cookbook kids will love Cupcakes are some of the most magical,
mouthwatering baked goods--but you don't need fancy equipment or tons of experience to
make these fun, frosted treats from scratch. Cupcake Cookbook for Kids gives budding bakers
everything they need to become a master cupcake maker, packed with foolproof baking tips,
handy decorating techniques, go-to frostings, and easy-to-follow cupcake and frosting recipes.
This cupcake cookbook offers plenty of guidance on baking and decorating the perfect
cupcake. Try your hand at classic staples like Rich Chocolate Cupcakes before leveling up
with more advanced fun-filled cupcakes such as Butterbeer Cupcakes with Butterscotch
Frosting. Celebrate by wowing your friends with birthday-themed Melting Ice Cream Cones or
getting in the holiday spirit with Going, Going, Gone Snowmen. The Cupcake Cookbook for
Kids includes: Outside the box--This cupcake cookbook helps you ditch the premade mixes
and learn the ropes of baking cupcakes entirely from scratch, including all the tools, tricks,
terminology, and safety tips you'll need. Delight in every bite--You'll find recipes for 40 yummy
cupcakes in this cupcake cookbook, ranging from fun classics to more unique advanced
cupcakes, with "Ask an Adult" tips if you need extra help. Sprinkle of magic--Get to know your
piping bag with 10 recipes for fluffy buttercream or smooth glazes, before topping them off with
whimsical decorations. With the Cupcake Cookbook for Kids, you can satisfy your sweet tooth
with creative, delightfully decorated cupcakes made by you.
Discover the floral heart of New York City in this companion to the popular Paris in Bloom by
acclaimed photographer Georgianna Lane. New York in Bloom leads you on a beautiful floral
tour of the metropolis—past stylish floral studios and corner shops overflowing with fresh-cut
blooms, through bustling flower markets, to blooming trees and lush public parks. With
sumptuous photography, the unexpected, softer side of New York is revealed by juxtaposing
floral beauty with exquisite botanical details found in the city’s iconic architecture. Also
included are field guides to locating and identifying common spring blooms, a list of
recommended locations and vendors, and a tutorial on how to create your own New York–style
floral bouquet. For anyone who loves New York City, flowers, and photography, New York in
Bloom is a gorgeous gift and an essential addition to one’s library of fine books.
If you give a cat a cupcake, he'll ask for some sprinkles to go with it. When you give him the
sprinkles, he might spill some on the floor. Cleaning up will make him hot, so you'll give him a
bathing suit . . . and that's just the beginning! The lovable cat who first appeared in If You Give
a Pig a Party now has his very own book! Written in the tradition of the bestselling If You Give
a Mouse a Cookie, Laura Numeroff and Felicia Bond's newest story will show everyone that
Cat is where it's at!
Emma puts her big sister skills—and her bravery—to the test when her brother has to stay in the
hospital. Emma’s younger brother Jake has been getting sore throats for quite a while. When
her parents take him to the doctor, their suspicions are confirmed: Jake needs to get his tonsils
out. The Cupcake Club rallies around Jake, and even bakes him a special batch of cupcakes
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to make him feel better. Emma feels bad for him, but wants to stay as far away from hospitals
as possible—she’s a bit squeamish and gets woozy at the sight of blood. But Jake throws a fit
the day of his operation and says he only wants “Emmy” to stay with him. Emma’s mom tells
her she doesn’t have to stay, but Emma realizes Jake isn’t faking; he’s really scared. Can
Emma get over her own fears in order to help her little brother?
An award-winning pastry chef presents more than one hundred recipes that includes seasonal
and regional ingredients, with advice on baking techniques and a separate chapter with recipes
for basic dough, ganaches, and icings.
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger and best-selling cookbook
author Deb Perelman knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special
occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts
and galettes; from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative, creative,
and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a
restaurant owner—she’s never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen was, at
least at first, for special occasions—and, too often, an unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb
found herself overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to her. Have you ever searched
for the perfect birthday cake on Google? You’ll get more than three million results. Where do
you start? What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same warmth, candor, and
can-do spirit her award-winning blog, Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more
than 100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a few favorites from the site—that guarantee
delicious results every time. Gorgeously illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color
photographs, The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable, uncompromised home
cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for your favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a
pizza; ratatouille dressing up a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading as pesto. These are
recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend
who wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple ingredients that yield amazing
results in a minimum amount of time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose
your fear of cooking for a crowd; and the essential items you need for your own kitchen. From
salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes;
from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe Cake, Deb knows just the thing for
a Tuesday night, or your most special occasion.
Full-color oversize collection showcasing art of the landmark animated series that redefined
the mecha genre. Neon Genesis Evangelion is one of the most enduring and significant
touchstones for anime, manga, and pop culture fans over the past two decades, thanks to the
groundbreaking television series and beautifully animated movies. This book collects ten
years’ worth of illustrations that showcase the wide effect Neon Genesis Evangelion has left
on not just the animation industry, but on popular culture in general. Included are illustrations
for film posters, CD albums, bullet train designs, video game collaborations, and much, much
more.
"The first in-depth, behind-the-scenes look at the White House Chiefs of Staff, whose
actions--and inactions--have defined the course of our country. Since George Washington,
presidents have depended on the advice of key confidants. But it wasn't until the twentieth
century that the White House chief of staff became the second most powerful job in
government. Unelected and unconfirmed, the chief serves at the whim of the president, hired
and fired by him alone. He is the president's closest adviser and the person he depends on to
execute his agenda. He decides who gets to see the president, negotiates with Congress,
and--most crucially--enjoys unparalleled access to the leader of the free world. When the
president makes a life-and-death decision, often the chief of staff is the only other person in the
room. Each chief can make or break an administration, and each president reveals himself by
the chief he picks. Through extensive, intimate interviews with all seventeen living chiefs and
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two former presidents, award-winning journalist and producer Chris Whipple pulls back the
curtain on this unique fraternity, whose members have included Rahm Emanuel, Dick Cheney,
Leon Panetta, and Donald Rumsfeld. In doing so, he revises our understanding of presidential
history, showing us how James Baker and Panetta skillfully managed the presidencies of
Ronald Reagan and Bill Clinton, ensuring their reelections--and, conversely, how Jimmy Carter
never understood the importance of a chief, crippling his ability to govern. From Watergate to
Iran-Contra to the Monica Lewinsky scandal to the Iraq War, Whipple shows us how the chief
of staff can make the difference between success and disaster. As an outsider president tries
to govern after a bitterly divisive election, The Gatekeepers could not be more timely. Filled
with shrewd analysis and never-before-reported details, it is a compelling history that changes
our perspective on the presidency."--Jacket flap.
Paris—City of Love, City of Light, City of Flowers. From elegant floral boutiques to lively flower
markets to glorious blooming trees and expansive public gardens, flowers are the essential
ingredient to the lush sensory bouquet that is Parisian life. With beautiful photography, Paris in
Bloom transports readers on a stunning floral tour of the city, and provides recommendations
to the best flower markets and a detailed guide to spring blooms. Timeless in content, Paris in
Bloom is a book for Paris lovers to savor again and again, one to keep on the nightstand to
conjure fond memories of their first visit and inspire dreams of the next.
Acclaimed photographer Georgianna Lane explores the flower markets, gardens, and floral
boutiques of London London in Bloom showcases the floral abundance of the English capital’s
extraordinary parks, gardens, florists, and flower markets. In this companion to her popular
books Paris in Bloom and New York in Bloom, Georgianna Lane takes us on a romantic floral
tour of London, juxtaposing luscious blooms with intricate floral details found in the city’s iconic
architecture. The book also includes a detailed list of recommended parks, gardens, markets,
and floral designers; a spring tour of blossoms and blooms; a field guide of common springblooming trees and shrubs; and step-by-step instructions for creating a London-style bouquet.
For flower lovers and Anglophiles alike, London in Bloom offers a unique and irresistible view
of London.
Playful recipes for sweet party treats and family desserts, from the New York
Times–bestselling authors! The New York Times–bestselling authors of Hello, Cupcake! and
What’s New, Cupcake? are back, applying their oversized imaginations not just to cupcakes
but to cookies, pies, cakes, and other treats, with projects that are more hilarious, more
spectacular, more awe-inspiring—and simpler than ever. No sweet treat is safe from their
ingenuity: refrigerator cookies, pound cakes, pie dough, cheesecakes, bar cookies, and Jell-O
are all transformed into amazing and playful desserts. There’s something for everybody in this
book, and every single item you need can be found in the neighborhood supermarket or
convenience store. This enhanced ebook, with five stop-motion videos demonstrating recipes
from the book and links that allow you to easily find exactly what you’re looking for, is one of
the best ways to experience this phenomenon. Playing with your food has never been so
exciting—or so easy. Karen Tack and Alan Richardson have appeared on TV with Martha
Stewart, Rachael Ray, and Paula Deen and have been featured many times on NBC’s Today
as well as in America’s top magazines.
The instant New York Times-bestselling memoir from the outspoken former governor--an
"explosive" (Guardian) "must read" (Hugh Hewitt) account of Chris Christie's life in politics
including his "not to miss" (Entertainment Weekly) insights into Donald Trump. After dropping
out of the 2016 presidential race, Chris Christie stunned the political world by becoming the
first major official to endorse Donald Trump. A friend of Trump's for fifteen years, the two-term
New Jersey governor understood the future president as well as anyone in the political
arena--and Christie quickly became one of Trump's most trusted advisers. Tapped with running
Trump's transition team, Christie was nearly named his running mate. But within days of
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Trump's surprise victory over Hillary Clinton, Christie was in for his own surprise: he was being
booted out. In Let Me Finish, Christie sets the record straight about his tenure as a corruptionfighting prosecutor and a Republican running a Democratic state, as well as what really
happened on the 2016 campaign trail and inside Trump Tower. Christie takes readers inside
the ego-driven battles for Trump's attention among figures like Steve Bannon, Corey
Lewandowksi, Reince Priebus, Kellyanne Conway, Jeff Sessions, and Paul Manafort. He
shows how the literal trashing of Christie's transition plan put the new administration in the
hands of self-serving amateurs, all but guaranteeing the Trump presidency's shaky start.
Christie also addresses hot-button issues from his own years in power, including what really
went down during Bridgegate. And, for the first time, Christie tells the full story of the Kushner
saga: how, as a federal prosecutor, Christie put Jared Kushner's powerful father behind bars--a
fact Trump's son-in-law makes Christie pay for later. Packed with news-making revelations and
told with the kind of bluntness few politicians can match, Christie's memoir is an essential
guide to understanding the Trump presidency.
Alton Brown explores the science behind breads, cakes, cookies, pies, and custards,
explaining it in his own inimitable style. Recipes cover all the basics, from pie crust to funnel
cake to cheese souffle. The book also contains appendices and equipment lists.
The intention of Outside the Charmed Circle is to help readers live as the truest expression of
their gendered, sexual, spiritual self. It is designed to support you as you awaken to who you
are, deepen your magical practice, and walk through the Pagan world. Author Misha
Magdalene provides hands-on meditations, prompts, and magical workings to help you explore
your identity as it intersects with your spiritual practice. With thoughtful insights on
embodiment, consent, and Eros, as well as explorations of self-esteem, ability, disability, and
your feelings about your body, this book helps those in the LGBTQIA+ community and their
allies engage with a wide range of identities in a magical setting.
This journal is the perfect gift New Year, It is perfect for writing, jotting down notes, ideas, to do
lists, and reminders, for use at work, school or at home
From the bestselling authors of Hello, Cupcake! and Cake My Day! comes a collection of brand
new, completely irresistible cupcake designs—all of which can be made in just 4 steps! Let
Karen Tack and Alan Richardson show you how to make the most inventive cupcakes—for any
imaginable occasion—using easy, everyday ingredients (and tools) from your own pantry or
grocery store. The 100+ recipes in Make it Easy, Cupcake will allow you to transform
marshmallows into blooming daffodils and wafer cookies into airplane wings, use jelly beans
for dragonflies and chocolate cookies as bat wings, and countless other ideas for creative
cupcake confections. . .all in four easy steps. Start with a batch of plain cupcakes (made from
scratch or store-bought) and follow the authors' illustrated instructions for decoration. Each
recipe includes a complete list of ingredients and simple HOW-TOs along with color photos
illustrating each step. From baby buggies to hot-air balloons, gingerbread men to the Loch
Ness Monster, this is the go-to resource for the most creative, crowd-pleasing cupcakes ideas
of all time. Enjoy!
A new collection of creative cupcake projects by the authors of Hello, Cupcake! provides for a
variety of special occasions and holidays while featuring comical animal and accessory
decorations crafted from edible ingredients. Original.
First we were friends. Then we were roommates. Now I want more… What can I say about
Chess Copper? The woman is capable of bringing me to my knees. I know this about five
minutes after getting naked for her. No one is more surprised than me. The prickly
photographer my team hired to shoot our annual charity calendar isn’t my usual type. She’s
defense to my offense, a challenge at every turn. But when I’m with her, all the regrets and
darkness goes away. She makes life fun. I want to know Chess, be close to her. Which is a
bad idea. Chess is looking for a relationship. I’ve never given a woman more than one night.
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But when fate leaves Chess without a home, I step up and offer her mine. We’re roommates
now. Friends without benefits. But it’s getting harder to keep our hands off each other. And the
longer we live together the more I realize she’s becoming my everything. Trick is… Now that
I’ve made her believe I’m a bad bet, how do I convince her to give this player a true shot at
forever?
In this middle grade graphic novel from the acclaimed animator/cartoonist, Greta and her friend
(and pet tortoise!) have to solve the mystery of Friendlytown. Greta is a handful, until her pet
turtle, Nobody, teaches her to soften her ways. The two team up with her new friend, Gabby, to
discover why the kind-hearted people of Friendlytown have turned so mean. Equal parts highflying adventure and deeply felt inquiry into essential goodness of human nature, Greta Grump
features tech-whiz cats, ornery gopher librarians, and gangs of squirrels in matching sweater
vests. The warmhearted allegory of this graphic novel makes it perfectly calibrated to the
present moment, when the need for us to look after one another is stronger than ever.
Jamie Oliver's Food Tube presents The Cake Book, a collection of 50 deliciously inventive and
exciting cake and cupcake recipes from Food Tube's own Cupcake Jemma 'Split up
seasonally, you'll have a wonderfully naughty treat to choose from, whatever the time of year this book is crammed full of brilliant recipes' Jamie Oliver ____________ As owner of Crumbs
& Doilies, one of London's most creative cake and cupcake bakeries, Jemma shows you the
easiest everyday classics alongside four chapters of show-stopping seasonal cake recipes.
With step-by-step instructions alongside handy hints and tips The Cake Book is a beautifully
presented collection of recipes you'll want to bake time and again. Recipes include epic layer
cakes and cupcakes such as: - RASPBERRY RIPPLE - SUPER LEMON MERINGUE RIDICULOUS CHOCOLATE - BLUEBERY CHEESECAKE - BUTTERED POPCORN COOKIES & CREAM - ETON MESS Have fun in the kitchen with this collection of simple,
delicious and mouth-watering treats. Discover more from Jamie's Food Tube series, including
The BBQ Book, The Pasta Book and The Family Cookbook.
When Sarah and Tom Arthur were appointed to a suburban church after three years in an
urban Christian community, they faced a unique challenge: how to translate the practices of
"radical" faith into their new context. Together with their friends and fellow church members
Erin and Dave Wasinger, the Arthurs embarked on a yearlong experiment to implement twelve
small practices of radical faith--not waiting until they were out of debt or the kids were out of
diapers or God sent them elsewhere, but right now. This book is Sarah and Erin's story, told
with humor, theological reflection, and practical insight, exploring such practices as simplicity,
hospitality, accountability, sustainability, and social justice--but, most of all, discernment. Along
the way readers will consider how God might be calling them to embark on their own year of
small but radical changes, right where God has planted them. Each chapter includes
discussion questions and suggested readings. Foreword by Jonathan Wilson-Hartgrove. For
more information, visit [www.YearofSmallThings.com](http://www.YearofSmallThings.com).
Ready to have your heartstrings tugged? Look no further than Adorable Hedgehogs 2022,
featuring 13 images of the sweetest little hedgehogs around! While these little guys might look
prickly, hedgehogs are actually kindhearted sweeties who just want to be loved. Enjoy their
photogenic adventures through their small world for the whole year! With a handy page that
shows the months of September, October, November, and December 2021, followed by
individual pages for the months of 2022, this 12" × 12" wall calendar features full-color photos
of these "quill kids" as they party, pig out, poke around, and have the time of their hedgie little
lives! The perfect gift for the animal lover in your life, Adorable Hedgehogs 2022 will have you
smiling all year long.
What is 225 years old yet always of the moment? The Old Farmer’s Almanac! America’s
oldest continuously published periodical, beloved by generations for being “useful, with a
pleasant degree of humor,” celebrates its unique history with a special edition and more
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readers than ever before! As the nation’s iconic calendar, the 2017 edition will predict and
mark notable events; glance back and look forward, with historic perspectives on food, people,
and businesses; salute legendary customs and folklore; hail celestial events; explore, forage,
and cultivate the natural world; forecast traditionally 80 percent–accurate weather; inspire
giggles and perhaps romance; and more—too much more to mention—all in the inimitably useful
and humorous way it has done since 1792.

How to make disciples using hospitality Deep down, every Christian wants to make a
difference. But for many of us, the years come and go and we never do. The good
news is: change can be as simple as opening your front door. The Simplest Way to
Change the World is about biblical hospitality and its power for the gospel. Since people
will sooner enter a living room than a church, hospitality is a natural and effective way
to build relationships for Christ. You’ll learn: How the home can be a hub for
community How hospitality leads to joy, purpose, and belonging How it grows families
to love the things of God How it’s not about being the perfect host How to be
hospitable regardless of your living space Hospitality is a beautiful legacy of the church,
and a great way to make disciples. As you open your life up to others, you share in the
very character of God and experience His joy. And you get to witness lives
change—including your own. Includes 20+ creative ideas for hospitality, plus questions
for small groups
What would happen if women suddenly possessed a fierce new power? "The Power is
our era's The Handmaid's Tale." --Ron Charles, Washington Post **WINNER OF THE
BAILEYS WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION** One of the New York Times's Ten Best
Books of the YearOne of President Obama's favorite reads of the YearA Los Angeles
Times Best Book of the Year One of the Washington Post's Ten Best Books of the
YearAn NPR Best Book of the Year One of Entertainment Weekly's Ten Best Books of
the Year A San Francisco Chronicle Best Book of the YearA Bustle Best Book of the
Year A Paste Magazine Best Novel of the YearA New York Times Book Review Editors'
ChoiceAn Amazon Best Book of the Year "Alderman's writing is beautiful, and her
intelligence seems almost limitless. She also has a pitch-dark sense of humor that she
wields perfectly." --Michael Schaub, NPR In THE POWER, the world is a recognizable
place: there's a rich Nigerian boy who lounges around the family pool; a foster kid
whose religious parents hide their true nature; an ambitious American politician; a tough
London girl from a tricky family. But then a vital new force takes root and flourishes,
causing their lives to converge with devastating effect. Teenage girls now have
immense physical power--they can cause agonizing pain and even death. And, with this
small twist of nature, the world drastically resets. From award-winning author Naomi
Alderman, THE POWER is speculative fiction at its most ambitious and provocative, at
once taking us on a thrilling journey to an alternate reality, and exposing our own world
in bold and surprising ways.
Banksy, the Yes Men, Gandhi, Starhawk: the accumulated wisdom of decades of
creative protest is now in the hands of the next generation of change-makers, thanks to
Beautiful Trouble. Sophisticated enough for veteran activists, accessible enough for
newbies, this compact pocket edition of the bestselling Beautiful Trouble is a book
that’s both handy and inexpensive. Showcasing the synergies between artistic
imagination and shrewd political strategy, this generously illustrated volume can easily
be slipped into your pocket as you head out to the streets. This is for everyone who
longs for a more beautiful, more just, more livable world – and wants to know how to get
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there. Includes a new introduction by the editors. Contributors include: Celia Alario •
Andy Bichlbaum • Nadine Bloch • L. M. Bogad • Mike Bonnano • Andrew Boyd • Kevin
Buckland • Doyle Canning • Samantha Corbin • Stephen Duncombe • Simon Enoch •
Janice Fine • Lisa Fithian • Arun Gupta • Sarah Jaffe • John Jordan • Stephen Lerner
• Zack Malitz • Nancy L. Mancias • Dave Oswald Mitchell • Tracey Mitchell • Mark
Read • Patrick Reinsborough • Joshua Kahn Russell • Nathan Schneider • John
Sellers • Matthew Skomarovsky • Jonathan Matthew Smucker • Starhawk • Eric
Stoner • Harsha Walia
Jemma Wilson from Crumbs & Doilies is the cupcake queen of Food Tube. Featuring
four chapters of beautiful seasonal recipes, plus the need-to-know basics, this book has
all the essentials for amazing baking all year round. To watch Cupcake Jemma in
action, check out her videos as well as loads more recipes, tips and techniques from
the Food Tube family at: youtube.com/jamieoliver.
R is for Rainbow is a thoughtful journey through the alphabet featuring whimsical
paintings from artist Kim Ferreira's "Joie de Vivre" series. From "C is for cupcakes and
carefully planned getaways" and "J is for the journey and just taking it one step at a
time" to "X is for marking a spot and finding our way there," this charming book will
bring many smiles, tug on some heart strings, and perhaps inspire a happy tear or two.
Created for young spirits and old souls, this collection celebrates joy, beauty, kindness
and love from A to Z.
Hello Kitty loves stickers – and this super, giant book is packed with over 1500! With
cute scenes featuring pictures of Hello Kitty and her friends to decorate, fun early
learning sticker activities to do, sticker games to play, and puzzles to complete, the
Hello Kitty Giant Sticker book will provide hours of creative stickering fun for Hello Kitty
fans everywhere!
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